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CREW

ANNA-MARIA — DIRECTOR, DICTION COACH & MASTER
SEACOAL
Anna-Maria is happy to return with the ESM
Players, this year, to the digital stage. She
previously played one of the princes in Richard
III, Lady Macbeth in Macbeth, co-directed Romeo
& Juliet and is excited to take another shot at codirecting, as well as stepping in to bring
Watchman II to our audience in this year’s Much
Ado About Nothing production.
LEA — DIRECTOR
Léa is happy to return with the ESM Players, this
year, to the digital stage. She previously played
the Chorus in Romeo & Juliet and is excited to
bring new ideas in the role of the Assistant
director to our audience.
CONNY — DIRECTOR
Conny is very excited to return with the ESM
Players, this time with a hybrid of theatre, film
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and Zoom recordings. New normal, new
challenges.
SAM — PRODUCER
Sam has been on stage before but this year he
has taken on mostly the position of producer
and photographer. He is excited to be involved in
this theatre project.
INGA — STAGE MANAGER
This is Inga‘s first production with the ESM
Players. She has taken the role of Stage Manager
and is quite intrigued by the cast of the play
Much Ado about Nothing. Inga cannot wait for
the digital premiere.

KAE — STAGE MANAGER
This is Kae‘s first production with the ESM
Players. This year they’ve taken the role of one of
the stage managers and are excited to bring
Much Ado about Nothing to the audience.
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MALENA — COSTUMES
Malena is happy to be back with the ESM Players
and cherishes every moment with the group no
matter if digital or in person. She previously
played Peter in Romeo & Juliet and is excited to
see the actors in costume.

CAST

CLEMENTINE — BEATRICE
Clémentine is happy to return with the ESM
Players, this year, to the digital stage. She
previously played Lady Capulet in Romeo &
Juliet, and is excited to bring Beatrice to our
audience this year.
MALOU — BENEDICK & SOCIAL MEDIA
Malou is happy to return with the ESM Players.
She previously played Mercutio in Romeo & Juliet
and other characters in Macbeth and Richard III.
This year she is excited to bring Benedick to our
audience.
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SHANIA — HERO
This is Shania’s first production with the ESM
Players. Previously she played Belle in Beauty
and the Beast, and Jasmine in Aladdin. This year
she has taken on the role of Hero and is
extremely excited for its digital premiere.
ARIAN — CLAUDIO
Arian feels blessed to be a part of this year’s
production with the ESM Players. He is excited to
bring his role of Claudio to the audience in the
digital premiere of Much Ado about Nothing.
CLARISSE — DON PEDRO
Clarisse is happy to return with the ESM Players,
this year, to the digital stage. She previously
played the third witch in Macbeth, a variety of
characters in The Complete Works Of William
Shakespeare, and the Nurse, last year, in Romeo
& Juliet, and is excited to bring Don Pedro to our
audience.
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ANNA-LENA — DONNA JANE
Anna-Lena is very happy to return with the ESM
Players. She previously played the soft-hearted
Romeo and is excited to have switched teams.
This year she has taken the role of the evilminded Donna Jane.

CODY — LEONATO
Much Ado about Nothing is Cody’s first
production with the ESM Players and serves as
his introduction to theatre. In the play, Cody has
taken on the role of Leonato and is excited for
the digital premiere. He feels incredibly
honoured and thankful to be part of this
incredible team and could not be prouder of
every single member (including Conny,
obviously).
EMILY — ANTONIA
This is Emily‘s first production with the ESM
Players. She has taken the role of Antonia in
Much Ado about Nothing and plays the caring
cousin. Emily enjoyed it, even though the
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circumstances were different this year and she
can’t wait for the digital premiere.

LISE — BALTHASAR & MUSIC DIRECTOR
Lise is happy to return with the ESM Players, to
the digital stage. She previously played Romeo
and Orlando in The Complete Works of William
Shakespeare as well as Tybalt in Romeo & Juliet.
This year she is excited to bring Balthasar to our
audience and is thrilled about being music
director.
MALIN — BORACHIO & DANCE DIRECTOR
Malin plays Borachio, basically the side kick
baddie, who comes up with all the sneaky
conspiracies. She started theatre because it has
always been something she wanted to try out,
she knows it is fun and wanted to explore a bit as
well as kind of come out of her comfort zone. She
has absolutely no regrets about picking theatre
as one of her subjects.
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SARAH — CONRADE
Sarah is happy to be back with the ESM Players,
this year online. She previously played a role in
Macbeth and is excited to play the role of
Conrade in this production.

ADELINE — MARGARET
This is Adeline's first production with the ESM
Players. She has never acted before. This year
she has taken on the role of Margaret and is
excited for its digital premiere.

ANNABELL — URSULA
This is Annabell’s first time with the ESM
Production. This year she has taken on the role
of Ursula, Hero’s’ waiting woman, in
Shakespeare’s Much Ado about Nothing and is
excited for its digital premiere.
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JOE — DOGBERRY & POSTER DESIGN
After acting with ESM Players for four years, Joe
prefers the title of “ESM Players
veteran”. He missed out on playing Ross in
Macbeth due to his flawless time-organization
skills, he has white-faced the nutty professor in
a hodgepodge of Shakespeare plays, he was the
face of an abusive father and
husband called Mr. Montague in Romeo & Juliet
and this year he donned the uniform as an
incompetent High-school head of security in
Messina.
SOPHIE — VERGES & DANCE DIRECTOR
Sophie is happy to return with the ESM Players,
this year, to the digital stage. She previously
played Malvolio in The Complete Works of
William Shakespeare, the Prince in Romeo &
Juliet, and is excited to bring Verges to our
audience. She joined the crew because she
missed the stage. She was dancing and had to
stop because of school but theatre helped her
and now it has become a part of her life that she
loves.
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SOFIA-ISIDORA — MASTER OTECAKE & MAKEUP
This is her first time with the ESM Players. This
year she has taken on the role of Mr Otecake,
whose job it is to keep an eye out for any
troublemaker in school. She is honoured to play
this amazing role and is so excited for its digital
premiere.

FRANCESCA — SISTER FRANCISCA
This is Francesca’s first production with the ESM
Players and she is happy to don some scrubs to
bring Sister Francisca to our digital audience.

JOLA — SEXTON & COSTUME DESIGNER
Jola is happy to return with the ESM Players. She
previously played Sister Francisca in a
production of Romeo & Juliet and is excited to
bring Principal Sexton to our audience.
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Special thanks to
Isabelle Kling Zimpfer for our Messina masks and help with the costumes
Loredana Lanteri for her marketing support
Kat Miao for proof reading
Julie & Frank Laughton and Mark Owen for being the Chorus

Contact:

#esmplayers
@esm_players
esmplayers@gmail.com
https://bloggingshakespearetheatre.com/blogging-shakespearetheatre/esm-players/
YouTube:

